
Practice: Related Rates-Day 1 

Name: _____________________________ 
 
Directions: Solve each of the following problems. 
 
1. Romeo is climbing up Juliet’s balcony on a 25 ft ladder which leans against a vertical wall of her castle.  

Juliet’s father pushes the top of the ladder towards the ground.  If the bottom of the ladder slides away 

from the castle at a rate of 4
sec
ft , then how fast is Romeo sliding down the wall of the castle when the top 

of the ladder is 15 feet above the ground? 

2. A boat is being pulled into a dock by a rope attached to it and passing through a pulley on the dock.  

Positioned 6 meters higher than the boat.  If the rope is being pulled at a rate of 3
sec
m , how fast is the 

boat approaching the dock when it is 8 meters from the dock? 

3. You lost your last marble and recruit a friend to help you find it.  You start at a bridge and you head north 

at a rate of 2
sec
ft .  Your friend heads west at a rate of 3

sec
ft .  At what rate is the distance between the two 

of you changing after you have been searching for 25 minutes? 

4. Quinn the clown wants the volume of a balloon to increase at a rate of 
3

25
sec
in .  At what rate would the 

radius change when the diameter of the balloon is 4 inches? 

5. In “Up”, the house is rising vertically above a level, straight road at a constant rate of 1
sec
ft .  Just when the 

house is 65 feet above the ground, you bicycle under it going 17
sec
ft .  How fast is the distance between 

the house and the bicycle changing 3 seconds later? 
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6. A policeman chases a getaway car of bank robbers.  The getaway car takes a sharp, 90 degree turn and 
heads north at a rate of 125 mph.  The police car is unable to make the turn and continues east in a straight 
path at a rate of 100 mph. 
a. After 10 seconds, how far apart are the two cars? 

 
 
 

b. What is the rate of change of the distance between the two cars after ten seconds (to the nearest mph)? 

7. You are baking cookies for the party.  As the cookies bake, you notice that the radius of the cookie is 

increasing at a rate of 0.6
min
cm .  How fast is the area of the bottom of the cookie changing when the 

radius is 2.2 cm? (Assume the bottom of the cookie is a circle) 

8. The length of a rectangle is increasing at a rate of 8 cm/s and its width is increasing at a rate of 3 
cm/s.  When the length is 20 cm and the width is 10 cm, how fast is the area of the rectangle increasing? 

9. During a class trip, the class decides to play a game of kickball on a baseball diamond.  You are standing 
on home plate and your classmate is running the bases (the baseball diamond is a square that is 90 feet on 

each side) at a speed of 25
sec
ft .  When your classmate is between 2nd and 3rd base, but 30 feet from 3rd 

base, at what rate is the distance between the two of you changing? 

10. You bring a spherical balloon home from a party.  It slowly deflates at 
3

3 in
hr

π .  How fast is the radius of 

the balloon decreasing when the radius is 3 inches? 

 
 


